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-Hygiene accessibility (issues) 

-Personal body space issues … like when sleeping outside because in the recent past no rest spot has 

been warranted i.e. outlined many times the general public feels that on cues if people are seen 

sleeping outside [others seem to understand] that that’s an invitation to hang-out, party, exercise and 

socialize in these areas: if even … people are only sleeping at night; at times these people get aggressive 

and attempt to socialize excessively this demarcates the body space precariously for people who have 

experienced homelessness 

-“police” 

-under hygiene accessibility [sp?] avenues spaces for practicing hygiene safely … are almost non-exista …  

For militia actual consented to so far [obvious] correlate trend from past phases of deployment signifies 

volatile death [at least] i.e. when is body space at risk and the i.d.: actual body doesn’t have access for 

hygiene  

-under “police” is trust; under trust is persecution though in general calling the police is usually 

demonstrated to be helpful; in the case of experiencing homelessness unjust persecution may include 

calling the “cops” on the … which may be newly defined as a breaking of trust or re-defined as nulling of 

trust.  
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Where to?  How now?  

    

 

At this stage 

-fostering identity … 

  A few words of 

circumstance of entry  

of homelessness (even disguised brief and-or non-brief) ; (same rules) about what has been like …  

Function:  

This ? has been hard to do in identity; and this[?] is helping [what]  

Difficulty interphasing with rest of identity experience [as compared to homelessness] 

 


